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Magic of Melbourne 3 Day TourSo, you're planning a trip to Melbourne? That's great news! It's a

truly magical city with plenty to see and do! This might be your first visit, or maybe you've been once

or twice before. Either way, you'll want to see the sights that best showcase Melbourne's vast array

of cultures, cuisines and experiences, not just the usual tourist spots.That's where the Unanchor

Magic of Melbourne 3-day Tour comes in. I've created this itinerary to give you an insight into the

real Melbourne in just three days. Here are just some of the sights my tour will help you discover: *

St Kilda Beach is a must-do for tourists, but unless you have the help of a local, you might blow your

budget at one of the overpriced restaurants on the beach. Only a local can give you the genuine

Aussie beach experience. And what if it's a rainy or cold day? This itinerary shows you where to go

to stay dry and warm. * Melbourne is known for its amazing little laneways which are covered in

street art and lined with delicious and affordable cafes, bars and boutique stores, but they're not

easy to find! Unanchor gives you the low-down on the best laneways in the city centre.  * The

Queen Victoria Market is another must-do. I'm a local and I visit the market at least twice a week,

seriously! But to get the best out of your experience you need to plan ahead. It's a busy, hectic

place, so to save you from the stress and overcrowding, you need a local to tell you when is the

best time of day to go and what shops and specials to look out for.In addition to this, you'll also get a

behind-the-scenes look at Australia's sporting past and present at the Melbourne Cricket Ground

and a local's guide to Melbourne's multicultural cuisines - from Italian on Lygon Street and Asian in

Chinatown, to cakes and coffee in St Kilda and cheap, local wine and cheese at the Queen Victoria

Market.The Magic of Melbourne 3-day itinerary is perfect for singles, couples and families who want

to see the best of Melbourne's sights, without spending a fortune. Melbourne's city centre is really

accessible and affordable. To make the most of it, this tour involves some walking, although never

more than 20 minutes at a time. Getting around on foot allows you to spend less time and money on

transport and more of your holiday wandering around Melbourne's beautiful streetscapes.If you're

still unsure, don't be.  offers a complete refund if you're not happy with your itinerary. And if you've

got any questions or feedback, why not get in touch? My email address is included in the itinerary. I

guarantee that this tour will help you uncover the magic of Melbourne, but be warned, you won't

want to leave!
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i purchased this guide for a recent trip to Melbourne. I paired the author's recommendations with a

food critic's suggestions and had a great time. It was great to have the three day plan which

explores numerous perspectives that Melbourne offers. We enjoyed Tiamo in the Italian district

(alongside an amazing wine shop recommendation from the author) as well as Centre Place. It was

very helpful to have in-depth information about the City's tram system as well.Queen Victoria Market

was great (arrived early as suggested) and the 'American doughnuts' were good, not so American

style-wise, but still tasty. In the 'things you need to know' suggest adding a note about the Sky Bus

that takes you from the airport to downtown Melbourne as we found the service helpful/reliable and

cost effective. thanks!

The book was written as a documentary instead of a travel guide book which give the reader some

inside information like transportation, hotels, neighborhood or places tourists must see.

Having recently moved to Melbourne, it is overwhelming how many great things there are to do and

see here in this beautiful city-where do you start? A friend of mine recommended to check out this

mini travel guide; it gave me a great insight into where to begin.So far I have been to the Queen



Victoria Markets which has a vast and diverse range of food coming from different cultures and

great produce which is sourced locally; I think this is why these markets are so busy, you keep on

coming back for more and I'm now addicted since I'm a foodie. Also I have been to St Kilda Beach

and to the Melbourne Museum which is fascinating. So far I have been impressed with Shannon's

knowledge on the area's suggested and look forward to checking out more places to visit that are in

the travel guide and everywhere else in between.A must read for anyone who is here on holiday

over a long weekend, a longer stay or have recently moved here like myself.

I bought the Melbourne edition after loving the Sydney edition, but it could use a little work. With

only 3 days you are bound to miss some sights, there's a couple of important points missing:*

Queen Vic markets are closed Monday and Wednesday.* Luna park is only open in the off season

Friday night, Saturday and Sunday. It seems really variable, so a pointer to the schedule on the

website is critical.We wandered up to the markets on a Wednesday (normal business day for most)

and found it shut, which wasn't a good way to start the tour. Overall, opening hours, links to the

venue, etc should be included for each site. Especially since so many places places are open late,

but many attractions like museums close at 5pm.

I downloaded this awesome itinerary when I arrived in Melbourne whilst travelling around Australia

and I do not regret it for a second because I was short on time and needed to know the things to do

and places to be so I could enjoy this fantastic city as much as possible.The detail Shannon goes in

to is quite brilliant and I found the specific instructions given to get from attraction to attraction so

incredibly useful! It really is all you need to navigate and enjoy Melbournes' finest sites.Myself and

my travelling companions felt really relaxed as we were exploring the city knowing we were not

wasting any of our precious time and we certainly felt we had experienced all of the best things

Melbourne has to offer including some magical surprises along the way. We made it to the old jail

which was awesome and got a tour of the world famous Melbourne Cricket Ground, among many

other special places. All I want to do know is do it all over again!! Thanks Unanchor!!

I bought the same guide for sydney and it was good, I looked at this guide and was turned off by the

price which wad double the sydney one. Luckily I could borrow it from  prime and I'm glad I did

because I don't think it was worth the $6.99 price. It was decent but I actually got to spend quite a

bit of time there and the book missed some if the best things like the immigration museum. Guide is

nit useless but if I had paid full price I would have been very disappointed. Sydney guide was better



and cheaper.

A very well written guide with lots of pictures so you know what you are looking for when you get

there. Easy to follow through the 3 days of activities with approximate time to spend and costs

described. Unanchor has some of the best e book travel guides I have seen. These are made for

the format rather than attempts to transfer a print guide to e guide. Would be nice to have an

interactive map.
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